
 

 

                                     

Secret Phone Conversation 

(Titkos telefonbeszélgetés)       

“Agents. We were able to listen to a phone conversation between Vojtech “Dandy” 
Smetana and an unknown person from Eastern Europe. You need to listen to the 
conversation and fill in the missing gaps. When you have filled in the missing words, the 
sequence of letters highlighted in red will spell out the name of the next city to visit. Get to 
work….” 

(„Ügynökök! Le tudtuk hallgatni egy Vojtech „Dandy” Smetana és egy ismeretlen kelet-európai 
személy közötti telefonbeszélgetést. Meg kell hallgatnotok a telefonbeszélgetést, és ki kell töltenetek a 
hiányzó részeket. Ha beírtátok a hiányzó szavakat a vörössel kiemelt betők sorozata, kiadja annak a 
városnak a nevét, ahová ezután ellátogatunk. Lássatok munkához!”) 

 

Use the words below to fill the gaps in the phone conversation: 

(Használjátok a lenti szavakat a telefonbeszélgetés hiányzó helyeinek kitöltésére:) 

thanks  police officer  big   new  

boat   clothes   dinner  

 

Vojtech: Hi.  It’s Vojtech here. How are you? 

Unknown Person: I’m fine _t h_ a_ n_ k_ s_ .Where are you? 

Vojtech: I’m in London at the moment but I need to get away quickly. I lost one of my shoes 
and I think some people are following me. 

Unknown Person: Ok. There is a flight already booked for you but maybe the airport is not 
safe. I also have a new mobile phone for you. You will get it when you arrive. 

Vojtech: Fantastic. Well, perhaps I can cross over by _b _o _a t_ and then catch a bus or 
something? 

Unknown Person: Yeah. Maybe that is a better idea. I will try to arrange for someone to pick 
you up from the landing port. 

 

 

 



 

 

Vojtech: Great. Is everything in place for our next stop? 

Unknown Person: Yes, everything is fine. We had some trouble with a _p _o _l _i _c _e _o 
_f _f _i _c _e _r. We had to watch him and then some equipment broke, but now it has all 
been fixed. 

Vojtech: That’s great. How is the weather there? Do I need to buy some _c _l _o _t _h _e 
_s? 

Unknown Person: Yeah, to be honest, it was cold here at the weekend. I would suggest 
buying a _b _i _g jumper and a warm coat. You should also buy some _n _e _w shoes. Ha 
ha 

Vojtech: Ok. Well, I am looking forward to seeing you soon.  

Unknown Person: Me too. See you soon and we will meet for _d _i _n _n _e _r when you 
arrive. 

Vojtech: Ok, sounds nice. Goodbye.   

 

 

The next city is: _T _a _l _l _i _n _n 

 

 


